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"This is Mrs. Bottomly" ... "No, I

haven't" . . . ''EeallyP' . . . "Well, I'll

try it."



FOREWORD

Art In The Movies

Of all ingenious contrivances, fash-

ioned for man's easement, Toilet Paper

now enjoys priority in the seat of

human affections. Wide-spread is it's

patronage; it's turnover, tremendous.

More intimately is it taken into man's

confidence than any other commodity.

Indeed, he extends to it a welcoming

hand when even his closest friends are

de trop.

While this actor in life's daily

drama has never appeared in its favor-
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Eoll-Call

ite role hefore the crowned heads, it

has followed closely behind ; and Kings

—to say nothing of Queens—have

placed upon it the royal stamp of ap-

proval.

Some one has aptly said: ^^Deny

man his inherent right to the consist-

ent use of Toilet Paper, and you have

destroyed his self-respect." You will

endorse this truism, dear reader, if

3^ouVe ever been lax in reordering.

There are many conflicting opinions

as to the secret of Toilet Paper's won-

derful popularity. Of course there are

those who will say it is but a passing

fad., while others, equally sure, claim it



Roll-Call

has found a permanent place in the

home, but with one accord all yield to

its insistent domination—with a notable

exception. The Eskimo never answers

'^Present'' to Roll Call. His is a frozen

domain, and there is not one paper-mill

in Arctic circles, because trees and the

smaller plant-life, from which paper is

made, do not flourish there. It's just

too bad! Lacking that one finishing

touch, the Eskimo wears a dismal,

thwarted expression to which the camera

is unkind ; and no Eskimo maiden has,

as yet, even tried to mush her way to

Hollywood.

"Well, anyway, the Eskimo has his
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aurora borealis. He can't expect to

have everything.

Toilet Paper, in the past, has been

unpretentious, even severely plain,

working in silent obscurity. Rarely

has it been deemed even worthy of cas-

ual mention in mixed social gatherings.

But now it is rescued from its lowly

estate. Art proudly enters this broad

field of research; and Beauty and Sen-

timent vie with Utility in ministering

to man's ulterior being.

Caution: Don't rasp your person

with harsh irritants ! Reach for a Roll.
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AFTERTHOUGHT.

Your Rear Admiral is an old fellow,

and of late his always leisurely jog has

been slowed up by Time; but he still

tries to keep pace mth movements that

leave an imprint on modern civilization.

Through the years he has earnestly

sought to attune himself to play in har-

mony with Nature's ever-changing sym-

phony. So, you who read may well-

believe he is keenly interested in the im-

portance of this latest example of re-

naissance. In Roll-Call, the author feels

he is pioneering, as no other great writer

as yet, has cared to attach his name to
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an exhaustive treatise on the subject in

hand. (An autographed copy may be

had, if desired)

.

And now it is the hope of the author

that this modest little booklet may ful-

fill a three-fold mission : leave its read-

ers more paper-conscious; impart to

them a keener appreciation of Art ; and

in its lighter moods, aid in wiping out

the world-wide depression.

Thirteen
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Mrs. Bertha Bottomly, ardent pa-

troness of the Arts writes

Mr. Beans, creator and, dispenser of

highly-specialized Toilet Accessories.
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Bottomly Heights,

Jan. 21, 1932.

Dear Mr. Beans

:

The case of assorted Toilet Paper

purchased from you arrived in time to

meet our needs and has been placed

within easy reach of the entire family.

The senses of sight and smell have

capitulated to the charm and finesse of

the artist, who, however, in his quest

for the aesthetic, has not sacrificed the

utility of your product.

The perfumed Tissues in pastel

shades, with artistic monograms, are

indeed an innovation, and the colors

which you suggested harmonize perfect-
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ly with our home decorations. Your

^^Marine Views" creation, and the ** Fa-

mous Portraits" roll seem almost too

beautiful to have such a fleeting exist-

ence.

Your pamphlet enclosed with the in-

voice claims that the various brands

will meet every requirement, no matter

how multiform the members of a

household may be at bottom. We are

religiously following the instructions

as to proper application.

You will be pleased to learn, Mr.

Beans, that the compelling lure of your

product is stimulating a friendly ri-

valry in our family for the reserved
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seat, and the pronounced freedom of

self-expression is making constipation

but a memory.

Of your recent shipment, .^'Old

Lavender,'' the delicately scented guest-

paper, is perhaps the most intriguing.

It has been thoroughly tested by our

visitors and its bouquet has proven de-

lightful to the sensitive nostril. How-

ever, its fragrance just misses having

sufficient penetration to nullify en-

tirely the depressing attributes of con-

tending aromas.

A recent house guest, the charming

friend of Daughter Minnie, was the

first to utilize your hitherto spotless
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sheets. On the morning that she

graced for the first time our breakfast

table, the tell-tale characteristic of

your offering was wafted from where

she sat to my olfactory organ. With

that frank informality which tells the

visitor she is indeed a part of the family

life, I asked

:

^^TTeU, Dorothy dear, and how did

you enjoy the
'

' Old Lavender '

' ? With
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the naive, honest enthusiasm of youth

she replied:

^*0h, Mrs. Bottomly, it was just too

dear for words! I simply can't tell

you how much it impressed me. I am

keenly receptive to Art in any form,

and while the beautifully inlaid mother-

of-pearl oval touched the seat of sen-

timent, it was really the lure of ^^Old

Lavender'' with its clinging caress that

appealed to a tender spot. Indeed, I

was very much moved."

How charmingly, Mr. Beans, these

happy allusions to trivial incidents give

zest to the jaded appetite, and impart

an esprit de corps to an otherwise dull,
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drab breakfast gathering.

Your exhibit, bearing the label

^^Eough and Ready Granular Grits for

Sturdy Sterns," which carries sand

on the side of contact, was bought for

the use of our husky athletic son, and

has swept all before it. Buster ascribes

his recent successes in school games to

the invigorating effect of your exhila-

rating roll.

Daddy Bottomly, whose deep-seated
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malady causes extreme sensitiveness at

a most unfortunate location, is very

happy for the assuagement received

from your cunningly contrived ^^ Eider

Endlings for Piled Posteriors." He

says you have accomplished the seem-

ingly impossible by eliminating all

friction. Where formerly he emerged

from his secluded retreat in anguish
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sore, he now fares forth with a smile,

registering the thought, *^I have left

my troubles behind," Confidentially,

(as Daddy is very sensitive), we re-

ceived a terrible shock the other day

when nerve-racking howls came from

upstairs. Daddy Bottomly's absent-

mindedness had caused him to apply

Buster's '^Eough and Ready Granular

Grits" instead of his own ^*Eid,er End-

lings." Dear, O dear!

The ''Music Box Roll" installed in

our eldest son's quarters, while giving

utility to him, also shares its beautiful

strains with the entire family. Yester-

day morning as Bob caused the Roll to
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function, *^ Every Little Movement Has

A Meaning All Its Own," was entranc-

ingly rendered, with Bob's resonant

bass harmonizing perfectly. It was so

inspiring that the whole family joined

in the chorus, even Dinah in the kitchen

adding her rich contralto to the en-

semble. We fairly made the welkin

ring!

Your over-sized ^* Jolly Jumbo Folios
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for the Obese/' with rose center and

gray border, have proven ample to

cover entirely my own needs, and it is

unnecessary to enlarge upon them.

But, Mr. Beans, while hitherto I

have praised, I now wish to register a

complaint. The extremely thin paper

in azure blue, which you style *' Sheer

but Sure," and which you assured me

would give the acme of satisfaction to

Daughter IVIinnie, utterly lacks co-

hesion. It has given her but poignant

discomfort. We thought we had sur-

rounded our beloved offspring with

every safeguard for her happiness ; but

we foimd here, instead of a friendly ac-
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cessory, an insidious assassin creeping

stealthily up behind. Daughter's ultra

long and pointed nails, which are the

pride of her manicurist, unfortunately

render her keenly susceptible to any in-

feriority in the resistance of an over-

extolled Toilet Tissue.

Last evening, Minnie, in her boudoir,

was putting the finishing touches to

her make-up. Anon crept over her a

vague, restless yearning—a ^^ forcing

bid''—to which she must make an im-

mediate response. Dropping her lip-

stick she tripped hastily into her sanctu-

ary, and soon was cosily seated. Know-

ing that her Jimmie-boy was awaiting
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her in the living room, she may have

been slightly precipitate in all her move-

ments. Be that as it may, she suf-

fered deep lacerations in the interim as

—bang!—her dainty fingertips plowed

their way through the flimsy structure

of your product, causing her to recoil

in horror, and defeating an earnest ef-

fort to achieve her desired end.

Twenty-six
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I only wish, Mr. Beans, you could

have seen Daughter in her predica-

ment. It would have aroused your

deepest sympathy. Unwittingly, through

your faulty emissary, you have struck

a foul blow at the very seat of Minnie's

well-being.

Daughter's persistent tendency to

dfelayed passes, we feel, is being greatly

aggravated by her reluctance to re-

spond to Nature's urge while the dread

specter of your Toiler Paper is lurking

in her background. Kindly send a re-

liable substitute for this part of your

invoice at once. It just must be punc-
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ture-proof. Minnie will be on the

anxious seat until it arrives.

With reservations, I am

Appreciatively yours,

Bertha Bottomly.

Bottomly Heights,

Jan. 29, 1932.

Dear Mr. Beans

:

Am very much pleased to express

appreciation for your promptness in

meeting Minnie's wants. The new

^^ Sheer but Sure", service weight, is

more than fulfilling its exacting duties,

and with daughter's restored confidence

our home has regained its accustomed
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serenity. Your good service merits our

continued patronage, and I wish to en-

trust to you an additional order.

Our dear little Geraldine—Ah, the

flight of time!—will be introduced to

society a week from next Wednesday,

and of course we doting parents are con-

cerned for her welfare during her com-

ing arduous activities. We feel, to

round out her debut, she should be pro-

vided with a quite distinctive pattern,

a symbol of her new dignity. Its pres-

ence will give to her proper poise and

assurance ; and its use, we believe, while

diverting her thought from the lighter

frivolities of the younger set, will en-
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able her better to solve the stern prob-

lems of real life that unbidden come,

but must be met. The initials for mono-

gram, lower right corner, are ^^G.A.B."

Would suggest green ground with deep

gold border, (her class colors), and for

center design a sly little golden cupid,

poised ready to shoot. Kindly make

up what you deem would be a two-

months' offering for a normal 18-year-

old miss.

Oh, I must tell you, Mr. Beans, of

our dear pastor's friendly call at my

home last Thursday. During a very

pleasant tete-a-tete, discussing various

uplifts, conversation gravitated natu-
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rally to the cultural influence of Toilet

Paper. Reverend Goodson's broad

grasp of the subject reflected deep re-

search and was very enlightening.

*^ Scientists/' he said, ^^ever inter-

ested in man's past, now very generally

agree that the practice of Pressing and

Dry Cleaning has been traced back to

our original ancestors. Down through

the ages, man has ever kept in touch
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with this custom, proving that our
vaunted civilization is but a veneer;

that, underneath, man's fundamentals

remain unchanged."

He told how, in the Garden of Eden,

the uncertain dock-leaf and other plant

life became the crude friends of primi-

tive man. With eye a-twinkle, he re-

lated the episode of the first practical

joke:
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^^ While toiling in a field barren of

usable plants, an emergency overtook

Cain and stopped him in his tracks.

Abel was dispatched for an accessory

to his hurried activity. A generous sup-

ply of leaf-covered vine was brought to

the impatient and unsuspecting Cain.

All too soon the damage was done.

' '

' Stung !

' snickered Abel.

'' ^You have gone behind my back

to ruin my past/ shrieked his brother.

Alas, too true. Ensuing results showed

plainly how poison ivy, scattering

hither and yon over the abutting ter-

rain, gave Cain a preferred standing in

the community for many restless days.
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After his play around Cain's (badly-)

left end, following his fake pass, Abel

was fiercely tackled before he could get

away, and thrown for his last down.

The scion of a pioneer family which had

attained no little fame by introducing

to man a most delectable fruit, the

Apple, Abel's obsequies the following

Sunday broke all records for attend-

ance.

Reverend Goodson next alluded to

the Dark Ages, when man's efforts were

d.esultory. No fixed standard was ad-

hered to, but the most favored make-

shift, it would seem, was pulverized

sand-stone, and later the less harsh
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soap-stone. These with the aid of a

crude shaker, were applied with some

difficulty.

A gripping, intimate side-light was

his allusion to man's hardships in feudal

times, when Knights were in combat al-

most constantly, their forms being en-

cased in heavy armor. ''This protective

metal covering," he said, ''was labori-

ously laced in place. Distressful hap-

penings, ill-befitting the dignity of a

peer of the realm, were aften precipi-

tated when the valiant warrior, carried

away by the heat of battle, too tardily

raised his bugle to sound EoU-Call.

Thus, the limit of endurance was re-
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"Haste thee, clumsy varlet, ere it be too late.*
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duced to a few fleeting, uneasy moments,

and prevented even the speediest ar-

morer from reaching his master's side

in time for unlacement. Can you vis-

ualize this unescapable cul-de-sac, Mrs.

Bottomly?''

**It just beggars description, Rever-

end Goodson,'' I replied and with fer-

vency add.ed, ^^How I love the romance

and chivalry of the Middle Ages!''

After pausing to mop his brow, my

guest continued, '^Perhaps the most try-

ing period in the evolution of the per-

fect eraser, was endured by the stoical,

hardy Spartans. They were dominated

by the reign of roughly-fashioned wood-
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en implements, and this was known as

the Splinter-picking Era.'

My guest next dwelt on what was

styled the Fungus and Fibre Flair, con-

fined to the maritime Yellow Races,

when intrepid divers brought sponges

from the ocean's bottom to man's.

Following that cycle, he said, there

was a brief span when ^Excelsior!' was

the watchword.

*^The Papyrus of the Egyptians,"

continued the speaker, ^^ while utilized

for writing material, was, in the more

exclusive circles, made to serve other

ends. Records, recently uncovered in

the sepulcher of a royal Egyptian fam-
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ily, clear up certain points upon which

historians have not been in accord, and

solve the mystery surrounding one of

the sadd.est tragedies of all time. The

fatal mishap occurred on the storied

Nile, while curly-haired, d.ebonair Mark

Antony was passing his week end as the

guest of a justly-famed belle of that

day, none other than Cleopatra. (Win-

ner, incognita, of the first International

Beauty Contest, at Athens, 50 B. C.)

*^Her beautiful barge, lazily floating,

was a fit setting for romance. Exotic

flowers, tinkling, sensuous music, and

mellow moon-shine contributed to the

colorful scene. Seemingly laden with
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every luxury that the world marts could

yield, by some cruel trick of fate, some-

one's blunder, the love-boat lacked one

vital essential.

^^Young Antony, with youth's un-

wisdom, had partaken of figs and other

tropical fruits to repletion. Erelong

he became acutely aware of an astrin-

gent need.

^^With courtly bow and a disarming

smile that betrayed no hint of his inner

turmoil, Mark begged his inamorata's

indulgence, and pygamied his way to

dark isolation.

^^In feverish haste he went into a

huddle. 'Twas a solo well rendered, but.
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alas, without accompaniment! His fu-

tile gropings found not a single shred

of Papyrus

!

^'Caught in a trap, Antony hastily

scribbled on the seat seven now historic

words

:

^* ^In the end you have failed me.'

*^Then this youth of quick action

rushed madly to the side of the boat,

plimged overboard, and swam so hur-

riedly to shore that the fast-pursuing

crocodiles soon lost the scent.

^' *What a man!' shrieked proud

Cleopatra, when later she deciphered

Mark's parting message. Bitterly she

bewailed the unforgivable faux pas
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which so rudely shattered her dream of

conquest. In the throes of utter despair

she cried,:

" 'Ne'er shall Egypt's Queen be a

target for the facetious shafts of her

hated rivals, the garlic-haunted signor-

ine of Rome. Addio del terre\

Then, springing from her luxurious

couch, she unlocked her snake-chest,

viciously pinched the tail of her venom-

ous viper, and was aspirated, on the spot.

Leaving this gruesome scene, our

pastor now crossed the ocean to the

abode of the noble Red Man, and jour-

neyed to arid Arizona where the prickly

cactus was the one dependable servitor
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of the Pueblos. '^You will realize," he

said, *^the offensive spines were first

removed to give application its perfect

setting." He narrated in fascinating

vein how—in fitting the means to the

end—the American Indian made a

great leap forward when first he be-

came corn-cob conscious. ^^ Despite an

irritating rasp," said he, ^Hhis by-
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prodiuct ultimately widened its sphere

of endeavor, and. its influence was

keenly felt on the anatomies of the

white inhabitants of all rural districts.''

Coming down to the Victorian per-

iod was featured what our minister

termed the Literary Movement. Edu-

cational Pamphlets, Daily Papers,

Almanacs, Catalogues, and Congres-

sional Records were digested by man,

then came to an inglorious end. ''These

treacherous textures were fragile, futile

expedients," said he, ''and their pages

bore a never-ending finger-print of dire

disaster to shuddering women and

cursing men.''
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Concluding, Eeverend Goodson said,

*^In passing, it is interesting to note

that man has finally put behind him all

hit or miss makeshifts. The remote out-

house with its single-file runway has

become almost obsolete. Adverse
weather, with its rain, snow and ice,

that deterred man's progress just

enough that he reached his haven a
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step too late, is no longer a hazard. His

activities are now conducted within the

private precincts of his home. This

last upward step synchronizes with the

perfection of a product whose appeal is

universal, and the acme of culture is

achieved as we gaze at man, seated on

his throne, by his side his faithful ally-

sweet-scented, rainbow-tinted Toilet

Paper."

The inspired, dissertation simply en-

thralled me and made me thankfully

realize that the painstaking gropings

of countless generations,—ever chafing

under irritating failures, but still press-

ing upward,—had finally placed this
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priceless heritage at my back door.

Smiling happily, I told my caller

that the members of our household had

always adhered to the highest ideals

and applied to themselves the ultimate

in refinement as produced by the

Masters, and that the whole of our

family had now acquired a polish to

which we could point with pardonable

pride.

Rev. Goodson nodded in sympathetic

understanding. As a courtesy to him,

Dinah was summoned, and appeared

bearing a heaped-up tray of my varie-

gated rolls, and I invited him to make

selections. He first chose ^^Old Laven-
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der," presumably for Mrs. Goodson;

and then, with a perceptible flush, hesi-

tated. I discreetly averted my gaze, as

he finally clutched a roll of Daddy's

**Eider Endlings." Tactfully ignor-

ing the significance of his preference, I

diverted conversation into a new chan-

nel, exclaiming: ^*What an imusually

mild winter we're having, Reverend

Goodson!"

In closing, Mr. Beans, it m_ay interest

you to know that my paper, ''Art

Triumphant in a New Zone," read last

Friday before our Ladies Culture Club,

was enthusiastically praisel. I have

since felt greatly complimented when
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the editor of our esteemed daily paper

phoned for permission to review and

use excerpts from my modest effort*

He said my courage in putting the spot-

light on a hitherto unchartered terrain

was front page, and worthy of the wid-

est publicity. Approaching my subject

from many interesting angles, my au-

ditors marveled at the variety of data

presented. Stressing the perils of roll

conservation, and the necessity of cello-

phaning the product, my paper was

supplemented with illustrations pro-

jected on the screen.

When I concluded with the follow-

ing touching tribute in verse to our

mutual friend my listeners were visibly
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moved, and the CIuId Critic gasped,

*'What an inconceivable inspii^ationl''

while prim little Miss Sprinkel was led

up-stairs, quite hysterical:

^'Oh, tinted, aromatic Roll I

Tour worth and beauty all extol

;

Where countless millions sit in state,

And read or muse, and calmly wait,

Youi' soothing touch allays disti^ess,

As healing balm comes but to bless.

•TThilst you pursue your chosen way

Perchance to pounce upon your prey,

Feel not alarm at thunder's toot.

Await the calm, to press your suit

;

And may your sheets, as aid you lend,

Unpunctured, meet a perfect end.''
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Personally, Mr. Beans, I must ap-

plaud your pursuit of Beauty to its

ultimate end. In pushing your product

you have gotten behind our community

to do untold good, and near-service is

being chased from the field. I know

the future will bring a standard not

dreamed of to-day, with your studios

put to it to keep pace with an ever-

increasing Eoll-Call.

Very cordially.

Bertha Bottomly.

P. S. A wire just received brings the

sad news of Aunt Abbie Wyndham's

sudden passing. Kindly send by Parcel
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Post a dozen rolls of '^In Memoriam,'*

black crepe with scalloped white border.

Perhaps you had better send two dozen,

as our entire family will go into d.eep

mourning.

B. B.
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